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This paper provides: an assessment of where US interests conflict with China’s, particularly in the East and
South China Seas and Taiwan; an evaluation of China’s maritime expansion and anti-access and area denial
(A2/AD) strategy; an assessment of pressures that are stressing US alliances and partnerships, particularly
with Japan and Taiwan; an evaluation of the US rebalance and the prospects for multilateralism and
interoperability; an examination of the prospects for conflict and convergence from 2020-2040; an analysis
of US access, force presence, and basing issues in the Asia-Pacific region; and an assessment of optimum US
defense strategy and US Air Force strategic posture for projecting power despite various challenges.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The evidence for analysis and assessment comes from interviews with US officials and local
experts in government, think tanks, universities, and media. This research report reflects a range of views
of more than 30 experts interviewed in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau.1 The researcher
synthesizes views and assesses trends in the region and China’s intentions and motivations as well as the
impact and potential effects of the US rebalance. Finally, this synthesis enables an assessment of optimal
US defense strategy and USAF strategic posture.
FIELD RESEARCH LOCATIONS
Japan was chosen, because it is the most important and capable US ally in Asia, though with
considerable constitutional and political constraints. The country has the most intense relations with
China of any country in Asia, which leads to periodic diplomatic spats and to confrontations in the East
China Sea (ECS) over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Japan continues to face pressures from China that
stress the US-Japan alliance. Japanese leaders have been the most concerned about China’s rise and
frequently express a desire for US reassurance. However, recent developments, including the Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP) government’s reinterpretation of the constitution, promise gradual upgrades in
capacity, capabilities and interoperability. The reinterpretation also enables Japan to continue to increase
the level of security assistance to Southeast Asian states. Ultimately, Tokyo must be concerned about
China’s potential to disrupt Japan’s supply of energy from the Middle East.
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The other reason to conduct field research in Japan was the opportunity to visit US Forces Japan
(USFJ) and the 5th Air Force at Yokota Air Base. Senior officers and officials there provided insights into
US defense strategy and USAF posture in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as views on the future of USJapan military cooperation.
Taiwan was visited for research because the island state is the lynchpin in the “first island chain”
closest to China joining the ECS to the South China Sea (SCS) (see map 1 in Appendix A). Of all the
countries in East Asia, Taiwan is the one country that China can presently blockade and sever energy
importation links.2 If China manages to absorb Taiwan, the Peoples Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) will
have unfettered access to the Pacific. Taiwan has a security guarantee from the United States, as long as it
does not declare independence from China. Taiwan also has de facto relations with Japan, the Philippines,
and Vietnam.
In addition, Taiwan has had an interest in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and continues to uphold
the “nine-dash line” in which China claims sovereignty over the entire South China Sea. The proindependence Democratic People’s Party (DPP) won the January 2016 elections and took power in May,
which is causing tensions with the Peoples Republic of China. The issue is what the United States can do
to prevent the eventual absorption of Taiwan into China.
Hong Kong and Macau were selected because they are major port cities with high interest in
freedom of navigation (FoN) in the SCS and ECS. Both are media and academic centers with an eye on
China, as well as Japan, Taiwan and Southeast Asia (SEA). They are well-situated to elicit a range of
views on China’s intentions, the “stressing” of US allies/partners, and the future of the SCS and ECS.
Furthermore, universities in both locales are being tasked by Beijing to set up “one belt one road” centers
to research China’s maritime and overseas links with the Middle East, Africa and Europe.
ANALYZING CHINA’S INTERESTS, BEHAVIOR AND INTENTIONS
Most scholars and experts have used defensive realist theory to frame analysis of China’s
interests, behavior and intentions.3 Defensive realists contend that states in an anarchic international
system are concerned about survival and preservation of the status quo. Accordingly, states like China
weigh the costs and benefits of their actions in pursuing and protecting their interests and are careful not
to upset the status quo. States will be willing to compromise if the costs of fighting for their interests are
too high.4 Accordingly, the argument is that China has been engaged in pursuit and defense of its growing
interests in the ECS and SCS by protecting military bases, expanding buffer zones, slowly absorbing
Taiwan, and securing oil and gas fields, while taking care not to be overly assertive and disrupt the status
quo.5 Due in part to proximity, China’s interests in the ECS and SCS are greater than those of the United
States. This disparity of interests makes it logical for China to be more assertive and engaged in active
defense and creates challenges for the United States to convince China of its resolve. In sum, if China is
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driven by defense of its interests, Beijing could eventually be influenced to compromise once various
ways are imposed to raise the cost of expansion.
The principal goal of President Xi Jinping and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership in
Beijing is to fulfill the “China Dream,” with a growth rate of 6-7% so that citizens continue to experience
rising standards of living; more people are able to move from the countryside to urban areas; and the
country can transition from an export-oriented economy to a consumer-driven one. This means that China
would like to avoid major conflict with the United States. Given China’s need to have a sustainable
source of imported energy, its leaders have embarked on the “New Silk Road” and “One Belt, One Road”
strategies, which integrate overland and maritime routes.6 Accordingly, Beijing is building massive
infrastructure projects from China to the Middle East, Africa, and Europe; through Central Asia as well as
through the SCS, ECS, and Indian Ocean; and is expanding its military presence. In addition, there is
evidence that some of China’s leaders would like to consolidate hierarchical relations with compliant
neighbors as existed during the hegemony of Imperial China. In the long run, China would like to secure
sovereign control over most of the ECS and SCS with the “nine dash line” largely accepted by
neighboring states. Oil and gas operations and fisheries would be secured. There would be space for the
PLAN to operate unimpeded. China would be able to regulate US military navigation and air travel.
Evidence for the defensive realist argument is found in China acting to meet the country’s
growing demand for energy, protect its coastline and military installations, and profit from interaction
with weaker neighbors. Since 2008, China has chipped away at the influence of the United States and its
allies and partners in the region while occasionally engaging in provocative actions. By staying on this
path, China eventually might be in the position to gradually gain a dominant position in the SCS and ECS
and diminish the role of the United States, while avoiding conflict. China could continue to expand its
claims in the SCS and ECS and become a dominant power without threatening FoN and overflight rights.
Until recently, this appears to have been the course of action to which China’s leaders adhered with
occasional outbursts of aggressive behavior.
China is engaged in active defense of its interests and rejects US military activities near its coast.
In particular, China has taken measures against US electronic surveillance of the PLA’s Southern
Command and nuclear submarines with submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) in and around
Hainan Island. China reads the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) to mean that
“research,” including US electronic surveillance, is not permitted within its two hundred mile exclusive
economic zone (EEZ).7 Accordingly, in 2001 a US P-3 was brought down by a PLA Air Force (PLAAF)
fighter; in 2014 a US P-8 was harassed; and in 2016 another P-3 was harassed; all incidents occurred
approximately 200 kilometers (120 miles) off Hainan. In 2009 the PLA Navy and Air Force and
paramilitary forces harassed the USS Impeccable and attempted to sever its towed sonar array 75 miles
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off Hainan Island. In December 2013, a PLAN vessel came close to colliding with the USS Cowpens.
China believes that the United States is trying to move its surveillance activities even closer to the PLAN
submarine bases on Hainan Island. Past evidence and current tensions lead one to conclude that
harassment incidents by China will continue and may expand. The possibility exists of China imposing an
Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) in the SCS, which would follow on the heels on an ADIZ
declared by China in the ECS (see Map 2). Evidence for this comes from warnings that have been given
since May 2015 by the PLAN to US military aircraft and naval vessels which have coming within twelve
miles of the seven newly constructed Chinese outposts in the Spratly Islands.
In maneuvering to secure greater control over its interests in the ECS and SCS, China has used its
fishing fleet and coast guard, with the PLAN as a backup force against Japan and the Philippines and
more recently Indonesia. The Chinese Coast Guard conducted operations against the Japanese Coast
Guard in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and have continued harassing the Sierra Madre, a rusting hulk
occupied by the Philippines military on Second Johnson Atoll off its coast. China has also been putting
pressure on other Philippine and Vietnamese outposts in the Spratly Islands, particularly by the massive
building and militarization of seven outposts, with Fiery Cross Reef as a PLAN command center (see
Maps 3 and 4).8 Furthermore, China has annexed its outposts and the area within the nine dash line as part
of “Sansha County” of Hainan Province.9
China continues to expand exploration activities in the ECS and SCS as part of its hunt for muchneeded energy. Chinese experts estimate that there is five times more oil and gas in the ECS and SCS than
US Energy Information Agency estimates.10 The Chinese National Offshore Oil Company (CNOOC) is
now exploring for oil and gas in the EEZs claimed by Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam, which is
causing concern in those countries.11
From China’s perspective, its leaders have viewed the US rebalance to Asia with concern for
several years, especially with the US announcement of the “Air-Sea Battle” to counter China’s anti-access
and area denial (A2AD) operational concept. They have feared that the United States is pursuing a
containment policy that had to be thwarted. Also, China’s leaders have suspected that the United States
has been behind confrontations with the Philippines, Vietnam, and Japan as part of containment. Also,
they have believed that the US-promoted Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) constituted economic
containment (see Map 9).12 China has countered by pushing for the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Program (RCEP) that excludes the United States. China has also launched the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB), which will rival the World Bank, and which all ten Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) states, Britain, France and other US allies have joined.13
China’s leaders have found it difficult to engage in constructive dialogue with the United States
about the SCS and ECS. However, in the past few years, there has been some mitigation of the negative
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view in China of the United States and the rebalance thanks partly to the strategic and economic dialogue
between the two countries. Many Chinese leaders now understand that the rebalance does not mean a new
Cold War. Also, most Chinese analysts and officials today understand that the TPP is a regional economic
scheme and not necessarily aimed against China, and they have greater confidence that China can
eventually join. Even though Chinese leaders are not as fearful of US intentions, they still have security
concerns; for instance, they believe that the United States continues to incite the Philippines and Japan to
take actions against China and are angered by US Freedom of Navigation Operations (FONOPs) and
overflights in the SCS.14
During China’s “peaceful rise” phase (2000-8), it signed the ASEAN-sponsored “Declaration on
a Code of Conduct” (CoC) for the SCS at the 2002 ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), which included a
moratorium on new construction on islands, rocks and reefs in the sea.15 However, China did not follow
through on its commitment and continued to expand in the SCS. Furthermore, China remained opposed to
negotiating a binding CoC because it wanted to continue adherence to the nine dash line, outpost
construction, and energy exploration. China has continued to disdain multilateralism through the ARF and
CoC, preferring bilateral talks with ASEAN states so that it could pressure its weaker neighbors and use
carrots and sticks to influence individual leaders.
China has shifted the Asian strategic balance through robust diplomatic and economic
engagement and military pressures.16 Using aid, trade and investment, China has developed influence
with most Southeast Asian countries and has been stressing US allies and partners and causing some to
hedge. This influence was especially evident when smaller mainland states (Cambodia and Laos) reversed
their previous support for the ASEAN CoC for the SCS. At the 2012 ASEAN summit and ASEAN
Regional Forum (ARF), Cambodia actively opposed the CoC and fractured ASEAN consensus on
moving forward on the code. However, in June 2015, President Xi Jinping announced suspension of new
construction in the SCS, while continuing to assert China’s rights in the SCS. China also announced a
renewed intention to negotiate a binding CoC with ASEAN.17 In addition, Xi’s Maritime New Silk Road
strategy of massive infrastructure assistance to SEA nations to link China with the Indian Ocean would
appear to require an eventual end to the surge of outpost construction and the beginning of improved
relations with Vietnam, Malaysia and the Philippines to pave the way for Chinese infrastructure projects
in those countries.18 In sum, defensive realists would conclude that China has adopted a strategy of “two
steps forward and one step back” and is not aggressively trying to change the status quo in the SCS.19
Constructivist theory explains the People Republic of China’s claim over the entire SCS as driven
by its leadership’s expansive conceptualization of itself as a successor to Imperial China and its dominant
role in Asia and the SCS and ECS for centuries before the Americans arrived.20 This selfconceptualization infuses China’s strategic culture. If an expansive strategic culture is the leadership’s
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driving force, China’s behavior would be difficult to change, compromise would be unlikely, and the state
would be more likely to use force, especially in territory that is considered to be part of the homeland.21
Evidence for this constructivist argument is most clearly seen in arguments in the leadership’s defense of
the “nine dash line.” The line has no real basis in line with the UNCLOS. Instead, it is a conceptualization
that comes from Chinese leaders in the post-World War II era, asserting that the SCS was theirs based on
historical precedent.22 Imperial China once dominated the SCS and the People Republic of China’s
leaders as successors assert the right to do so. China ratified UNCLOS in 1996 and declared that the nine
dash line was “historically based” in the course of more than a thousand years and several dynasties.23
Accordingly, China has not submitted a case to counter the Philippines’ UNCLOS case before the
Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) of the International Court of Justice (ICJ).24 If the PCA UNCLOS
ruling invalidates the nine dash line, China is expected to reject the ruling and continue to consolidate its
claims in the SCS.25 China’s leaders hope that there will be a partial ruling on the thirteen points in the
Philippines case and that the nine dash line will not be ruled invalid. 26
In regard to the leadership’s self-conceptualization and nationalism, the population has been
periodically mobilized for decades against affronts to the Chinese nation, particularly in relation to its
long-term rival, Japan, and more recently over US activities in the SCS. If the leadership continues to
ratchet up the use of the nationalist card as the economy slows down, the probability increases of China
using force against US allies and partners and perhaps against the United States as well.27 Nationalism is
evidenced by its leaders’ statements that historical domination of the SCS and SEA is an integral part of
the country’s national identity. In general, nationalist appeals have been one of the ways in which the
CCP has generated popular support. 28 For example, China’s leaders whipped up nationalist sentiment
over the Senkaku/ Diaoyu Islands in the ECS; as a result, more than half of Chinese surveyed recently
expect a war with Japan.29 Further evidence comes from China’s claim over almost all of the SCS as
sovereign territory, within the nine dash line. Some of the country’s more nationalist leaders believe that
China owns the sea due to more than a thousand years of dominance before the Americans arrived.30 The
territory is designated as part of China in its passports and is taught in schools. The annexation of the area
within the nine dash line and administration as part of Hainan Province is additional evidence for the
constructivist argument. In 2013 and 2014, the PLAN staged “oathing” ceremonies at James Shoal in
Malaysia’s EEZ in which PLAN sailors swore to defend the area within the nine dash line.31 In June
2015, China enacted a law that declared undersea beds in the SCS to be a national security issue.
“Offensive realist” theorists hold that great powers like China seek to maximize their interests,
revise the status quo to their advantage and impose higher costs on adversaries and that the resultant clash
of interests means that conflict is inevitable.32 The Hong Kong scholar Baohui Zhang observes that there
has been a shift in China’s behavior and intentions towards “pragmatic offensive realism,”33 in which
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Beijing is revising the status quo in the SCS and ECS in a process of moving towards inevitable
hegemony.34 Similarly, scholars Dingding Chen and Xiaoyu Pu find that China has added “offensive
assertiveness” to its repertoire of “defensive assertiveness” and “constructive assertiveness” and is
seeking to expand its interests and selectively revise the status quo.35 China’s leaders understand that a
power transition is taking place in Asia, which enables them to become more assertive, attempt to revise
the status quo and plan for the inevitable takeover of the SCS and ECS and domination of weaker SEA
states.36 The pursuit of maximal interests by China and the United States in the SCS and ECS and their
inability to gauge each other’s intentions could eventually lead to war.
Evidence for the offensive realist argument has increased since 2013 when the more assertive
President Xi Jinping came to power.37 In late 2013, China began massive construction projects on claimed
territory in the SCS, creating bases near the Second Thomas Shoal and Mischief Reef, impinging on
Philippine claims and causing rising concern in Malaysia and Vietnam. In 2015, China completed seven
artificial islands with military facilities, which has been followed by warnings to US aircraft and naval
vessels to stay away from what Beijing considers to be sovereign territory.38 In May 2014, President Xi
Jinping ordered the deployment of a large CNOOC oil platform in the Paracel Islands in an area that was
also claimed by Vietnam.39 In addition to China’s military presence on the islands, the insertion of the oil
platform reinforced China’s rejection of Vietnam’s continuing claims on the islands. Under Xi’s
direction, China has continued to build up its maritime and air power. He consolidated four maritime
forces into one coast guard (or maritime law enforcement agency), making it one of the largest and bestarmed in the world.40 Xi also led in initiating plans to reduce the PLA by 400,000 and shift priority to
building up the PLAN and PLAAF. The massive increase in outpost construction represents a significant
escalation of China’s behavior and evidence that China is behaving more in line with the offensive realist
argument.41
Xi’s New Silk Road and One Belt One Road initiatives can also be interpreted as an effort to use
his country’s comparative advantage in infrastructure construction to tie SEA and the Indian Ocean more
closely to China.42 It appears that China will continue to challenge the status quo in the SCS by
developing militarized outposts and harassing US and allied aircraft and ships. In the long run, there is the
possibility that China may use its growing presence and control in the SCS to hamper energy supplies
bound for Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, which would pose an existential threat to those countries (see
Maps 5, 6, and 7).43
From the preceding analysis and evidence, the debate over China’s motivations and assertiveness
will continue. Until 2012, China appeared to be incrementally advancing in the SCS in protecting what its
leaders saw as its territory within the nine dash line, with occasional provocative actions. This behavior
tended to validate the arguments of defensive realists that China was merely defending the status quo and
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its interests. At the same time, China’s leaders continue to argue that the nine dash line has been an
integral part of the nation for centuries and that they are successors to the emperors, which conforms to
the constructivist argument concerning strategic culture. The leadership’s appeals to the people’s sense of
nationalism over the nine dash line and the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands are further evidence for the
constructivist argument. Evidence to support the offensive realist argument comes from China’s recent
efforts to change the status quo in the SCS through the escalation of outpost construction with military
facilities and warnings to US and allied aircraft and ships to “stop violating China’s sovereignty” around
those outposts.
If defensive realists are correct, for the United States and its allies and partners, a combination of
multilateral diplomacy, balancing and shaming should work to dissuade China from acting to control the
entire SCS and persuade it to accept the status quo. If China is now more offensive-minded and continues
to adhere to its imperial self-image, greater coercive diplomacy would be required to moderate Beijing’s
behavior and may not be sufficient. Nationalist fervor may cause China’s leaders to escalate in a crisis
situation. Given the analysis and evidence, the US rebalance and cooperation with allies and partners to
induce Beijing to permanently stop construction and accept a multilateral resolution in accordance with
the ASEAN CoC and UNCLOS will be difficult.
China and US Interests in Conflict and Convergence, 2020-2040
The US-China relationship combines a high degree of convergence combined with substantial
potential for conflict. This means that relations run on two often contradictory tracks—economic and
security, which sometimes leads to differences between the US Department of State and Department of
Defense on China policy. The United States and China have a high level of economic interdependence,
which translates into a strong mutual interest in preventing conflict from escalating. This convergence has
intensified with increasing higher end Chinese goods entering the US market and increasing investment
opportunities for US companies in China. The two powers have been engaged in “Group of Two” (G-2)
problem solving, with the 2015 agreement on climate change a prime example. In sum, the strategic and
economic dialogue has worked to bring greater understanding and cooperation between the two powers.44
The fundamental conflict is between US leadership in Asia and China’s challenge. This conflict
involves influence over traditional US allies and partners as China attempts to woo them. The main issue
for the future is US and allied support for FoN and overflight rights as against China’s claim to
sovereignty over the entire SCS and much of the ECS. A second issue is over US promotion of human
rights and occasionally democracy, while the CCP strives to maintain an authoritarian monopoly of
power. A third issue is the status quo in regard to Taiwan, with China striving to absorb the island and the
United States standing against forceful absorption. In the economic realm, the United States and China
are promoting two competing trade regimes, with the US-led TPP and China’s leadership in the RCEP,
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which excludes the United States. In spite of the rising risk of conflict, China’s caution and use of
paramilitaries has meant that the risk has remained low. However, China’s increasing offensive
assertiveness in the SCS is leading to questions about the future.45
The trend of growing globalization and economic interdependence will continue to bring
convergence between China and the United States. In addition, an unfavorable UNCLOS ruling on the
nine dash line combined with pressure from ASEAN states and the United States could influence China to
value the “Maritime Silk Road” in Indonesia, Malaysia and elsewhere as well as FoN over ownership of
the SCS. In the longer term, the opportunity for Beijing to eventually join the TPP holds out the hope that
China will accept the influence of the United States and its allies and partners in the region as well as
even greater economic convergence between the two powers. In the most optimistic scenario, there is the
chance that China could become a democracy and become less aggressive.46 If so, there is a chance that
eventually the United States and China may even mount joint patrols in the SCS to ensure FoN.
The principle drivers of potential conflict include China’s rising economic and military strength,
as well as its expanding interests and long-standing sense of grievance. If China’s economy continues to
grow at 6% or above, its GDP will be larger than the United States’ by 2040. China will increasingly
influence neighboring states and draw them away from the United States. Already, China’s incremental
strategy in the SCS and ECS has been expanding its area of control (see Map8). Moreover, the
construction surge of 2014-5 signals that China’s incremental approach may be coming to an end and that
it may seize control more quickly, which increases the likelihood of restrictions on FoN and overflight
rights and, therefore, conflict. Eventually, China will declare the SCS to be “territorial airspace,” and the
PLA will step up its harassment of US and allied military aircraft. While China has seized control of
Scarborough Shoals, it is uncertain if it will move to take over the outposts of the Philippines, Vietnam,
Malaysia and Taiwan in the SCS and the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.
From now until 2040, China will be increasingly capable of waging a symmetrical war with the
United States in Asia, which raises the probability of conflict. Besides China’s defense budget, which has
been increasing at around 10% for more than a decade, the PLA announced that it was cutting 400,000
personnel from the army and using the resources to build a more capable navy and air force as well as
developing “jointness” among the services. By 2040, the PLA will look more like the US military and
might initiate conflict in Asia. In stressing Japan and South Korea and their alliances with the United
States, China might eventually weaken agreements for US bases in those two countries. There will be
“bipolarity” in the SCS and ECS when PLAN ships can stop the US Navy from sailing freely in the first
island chain and the US Navy can do the same to the PLAN. This may come sometime between 2020 and
2040.
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In 2023, Xi Jinping and his cohorts on the Politburo are supposed to retire, which is not an
absolute certainty. By 2020, the new leadership that will take over in 2023 should start to emerge and will
be faced with the choice of continuing on the path of offensive assertiveness or changing course and
accommodating the interests of ECS and SCS countries. By 2030, China’s population aging crisis will be
attracting more and more attention of leaders in Beijing, which will mean less attention to external affairs.
In 2033 and 2043, new waves of leaders will have to wrestle with the challenges involved. In 2047, China
subsumes Hong Kong and can block the United States and its allies from using a major port in the AsiaPacific region.47 By 2050, the leaders of China expect the country to be more powerful than the United
States, particularly in the East Asian region.
China’s Stressing of US Allies and Partners
China’s rise has provided it with the resources and the expanding interests that have made it
capable of influencing US allies and partners and drawing them towards a closer relationship with Beijing
or confronting the possibility of punishment. The case of China’s cultivation of Cambodia and the
evolution of Phnom Penh’s positions towards opposing an ASEAN CoC on the SCS in 2012 demonstrate
the clout that Beijing can wield.48 As China grows, its ability to stress neighboring countries will only
increase. Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar and other states have been struggling to mitigate China’s
growing influence.
Japan is the most important US ally in the Asia-Pacific region and has felt pressures from China.
Beijing has at times applied pressure to Tokyo to move away from the United States and towards China.
Among other demands, Beijing has pressured Tokyo to accept China’s claims over the Senkaku/Diaoyu
Islands and ECS.49 The clearest example of China stressing Japan came in 2009, when the Democratic
Party of Japan (DPJ) came to power. The DPJ is a collection of politicians, many of whom are not proUnited States. In its first year, the DPJ government leaned towards Beijing, especially given the growth in
China’s economic influence in Japan. At the same time, the government initiated negotiations to roll back
US bases and draw down the number of military personnel in Okinawa and elsewhere.50
The DPJ government’s positions diverged from the pro-US policies of the LDP, which has
governed Japan for almost all of the last sixty plus years. However, a 2010 clash in the Senkaku/Diaoyu
Islands involving a Chinese fishing boat and the Japanese Coast Guard and threats to halt imports of
Chinese rare earth minerals to Japan compelled the DPJ government to move closer to the United States.51
In 2013, the LDP returned to power led by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and implemented a more
robust stance in relation to China and advocated a stronger US role in the region. Even so, perceptions
persisted of China’s rise and US decline in the region as well as skepticism about the US rebalance and its
sustainability.52 China’s strength and expansionism and Japan’s weakness were revealed in Beijing’s
November 2013 announcement of an ADIZ in the ECS. As a result of the PLA Air Force’s more
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aggressive tactics, the risks of air collisions over the ECS have come to pose the greatest risk to escalation
into conflict between the two countries.53
Japan reacted to China’s activities in the ECS by increasing its resolve. In October 2015, the
government led by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe reinterpreted the constitution to allow military greater
freedom of action. The LDP’s plan is to develop the Japanese Self-Defense Force (JSDF) so that it can
take control of the country’s coastal waters. This will free US forces to focus on the SCS and elsewhere.
US officials have commented that the JSDF is moving expeditiously—compared to the past—with more
joint exercises and the development of special operations forces.54 The Japanese Maritime Self Defense
Force (JMSDF) has strengths in submarine and anti-submarine warfare and is developing its
capabilities.55 Given Japan’s interest in the sea lanes from the oil and gas producing countries of the
Middle East and the SCS, Tokyo has increased security assistance to SE Asian nations and has found
ways to increase its security presence there. Also, Japan is working on a status of forces agreement
(SOFA) with Australia for regional access in the Asia-Pacific, which is a sign of emerging multilateral
defense cooperation.56
Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) still looks down on the Ministry of Defense (MoD),
which demonstrates how the move towards a more assertive military is not Japan’s highest priority.
However, recent security legislation makes MoD coequal with MoFA.57 The JSDF has little “jointness”
among land, air and maritime forces and struggles to act as a unified force. There is no equivalent to US
Northern Command to defend the Japanese homeland, just an air defense command.58 The recently
created National Security Council is exploring ways to advance capabilities, and jointness would free up
some.59 Japan has 300,000 forces and reservists, but is difficult to deploy them. The JMSDF counter
piracy task force (CTF 151) led the navy to lead in advocating the 2015 security legislation; however, the
JSDF had to agree to restrictions on international deployment in order to pass the legislation.60 Experts
believe that it will be some time before the JMSDF will be able to operate in the SCS.61
Japan finds it difficult to increase defense spending, as opposed to China which has increased
spending by around ten percent for the past two decades. The Japanese voting public wants to see the
government devote as many resources as possible to spurring economic growth after more than two
decades of stagnation and dealing with the growing aging crisis; there is not much appetite for more
defense spending.62 It would take a major escalation by China in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands or by North
Korea to provoke a dramatic rise in defense spending.63 In sum, China’s increases in economic growth
and defense spending provide it with growing advantages in its competition and disputes with Japan.
Taiwan, of all the states in the region, has felt the most stress from the People’s Republic of
China (PRC). This is because most states in the world recognize that Taiwan is part of the PRC and
because the PLA has made the absorption of the island its number one security priority. Since 1972,
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Taiwan has been reassured by the US security guarantee that China will not be allowed to take over the
island by force. However, for the past three decades, the economies of the PRC and Taiwan have become
increasingly interdependent, which has provided Beijing with additional leverage over Taipei and has
diminished the power of the Taiwan independence movement.64 As a consequence of China’s rise, the
PRC may eventually be able to take over Taiwan peacefully through a “one state, two systems” formula
that applies to Hong Kong from 1997-2047.
Under the Kuomintang (KMT) government (2008-16) Taiwan drew closer to the PRC as
economic interdependence increased. For example, the KMT agreed to Taiwanese travel to the mainland
with a driver’s license instead of a Taiwan passport.65 The PRC and the KMT government cooperated on
the ECS and SCS disputes, with the KMT defending the nine dash line. Under the KMT government,
there were declines in defense spending, military capability, operational readiness, and procurement, as
well as perceived decreases in the nationalism of the officer corps.66 The Taiwan Air Force was criticized
for its declining ability to prevent PLAAF aerial activity over the island, and the navy for being unable to
defeat a blockade.67
In January 2016, the DPP—led by presidential candidate Tsai Ing-wen—won the general election
and came to power on 20 May 2016, promising to revitalize the economy and the military and to lessen
Taiwan’s dependence on the PRC.68 President Tsai has not recognized the “One China” policy that was
agreed upon in 1992 by CCP and KMT leaders. However, she has not proposed another independence
referendum. Significantly, the DPP government has promised to phase out special quotas for China’s
provinces in the Taiwan civil service. In addition, the new government respects UNCLOS and is willing
to be flexible over the SCS and the nine dash line.69
In the military realm, the incoming government has promised to increase defense spending and
the stealthiness of its forces, introduce advanced technology for its air defense systems, and develop plans
for unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs) that can knock out PLAAF airfields. Taiwan’s security
forces have mastered the skill set involved in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) and are
looking to participate in multilateral HADR, coast guard, refueling exercises. With the emergence of an
HADR security architecture involving the United States, Japan, India, Indonesia, Australia, Vietnam, and
the Philippines and with trilateral exercises and interoperability, there is an expectation that Taiwan will
be invited to HADR exercises.70
In Taiwan, attention is focused on the 2017 CCP Congress. President Xi Jinping is expected to
do something dramatic before then, possibly directed against Taiwan. In 2018 and 2019, the PRC will
increase the pressure on Taiwan before the 2020 elections when the DPP government seeks reelection. In
2021, there will be the CCP centennial, and expectations for absorbing Taiwan will be high. From 201723, there is the possibility of an embargo by the PRC against Taiwan and other provocations. Therefore,
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the DPP government and its majority in parliament will be treading carefully on the issue of
independence, which caused spikes in tension in 1996 and especially from 2000-8 during the term of the
previous DPP government.71
In Taiwan, many security experts perceive that the PRC is unstable and that there is a possibility
that China will implode. There are doubts about President Xi Jinping and whether he will be able to
consolidate power and maintain the loyalty of the seven PLA regional commands (and power centers) and
whether he can succeed in restructuring the PLA to be more maritime-oriented. In Taiwan, there are
questions regarding whether China has enough naval and air power to take over the island and prevail in
the SCS and ECS. If the PRC does manage to absorb Taiwan, it will significantly shift the balance of
power in East Asia in China’s direction.72
The Philippines, a US ally and weak state, has felt stress from China. A prime example was
when Chinese officials and businessmen influenced the government of President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo (2001-10) to engage in joint energy exploration with China under terms that were
disadvantageous to the Philippines. When the government of President Benigno Aquino III (2010-16)
suffered the 2012 seizure of Scarborough Shoals and ended up taking a tougher line towards China,
Beijing subjected Manila to threats of economic punishment, such as bans on agricultural imports.
Nevertheless, the Philippines has persisted with its UNCLOS case before the PCA of the ICJ and
negotiated the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA) with the United States.
The outgoing President Benigno Aquino III has challenged the United States to assist the
Philippines in stopping China from constructing a military outpost on Scarborough Shoal, more than 75
miles within his country’s EEZ. The new president, Rodrigo Duterte, has promised to be tough on China
in the SCS but has little foreign policy experience and may find it difficult to stand up against Beijing.
Furthermore, the weakness of the Philippines state will be a longstanding problem for leaders in Manila
and for the Philippines military. In 2016, there are prospects for demarcation in the Spratly Islands after
the ruling of the Permanent Court of Arbitration, which could aid the Philippines. However, President
Duterte will have difficulty persuading China to compromise on the SCS.
Vietnam shares a border with China and is facing considerable stress over the SCS and related
issues. There is a high probability that the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) leadership knew that
President Xi Jinping ordered the CNOOC oil rig to be placed in the Paracel Islands in 2014.
Subsequently, the leadership sponsored demonstrations that spun out of control into anti-Chinese riots.73
While the VCP has moved away from CCP and towards the United States, the January 2016 the VCP
congress decided to retain a leadership that is weakly leaning towards the United States but does not want
to alienate China.
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Vietnam has built the most outposts (twenty-one) in the Spratly Islands, but they are tiny compared to
China’s seven military bases. Because of the sunk costs, Vietnam will probably not join the Philippines in
the UNCLOS case before the PCA of the ICJ. Vietnam would like to continue to make claims in the SCS,
and it may build even more outposts.
Before China’s provocations in 2014, Vietnam had already started military modernization, with
the addition of new Russian-made Kilo Class submarines, which have torpedoes, anti-ship, and anti-land
missiles and which they used to signal to China during the May 2014 oil rig deployment. However, Hanoi
was provoked by President Xi Jinping’s decision to escalate tensions in the Paracel Islands. As a result,
Vietnam has stepped up force development. Since Vietnam has already progressed a long way in
upgrading its maritime power, Hanoi is shifting its focus to the development of air power. Vietnam’s air
force wants to be able to challenge the PLAAF over the SCS. Already, Vietnam’s aircraft can reach the
Spratly Islands from bases on its mainland without air refueling. In contrast, many of China’s military
aircraft cannot reach the Spratly Islands without air refueling. This is one of the reasons why the PLA is
building airstrips at Fiery Cross Reef and six other locations. Finally, Vietnam and the Philippines have
been pushed together by Chinese pressure and have begun to mount joint operations in the SCS.74
The SCS and ECS in 204075
1.
2.

Nobody’s sea: stable cohabitation (bipolarity)

Somebody’s sea: regional hegemony (the United States withdraws and allows China hegemony)
3.

Everybody’s sea: managed mistrust (UNCLOS)

4.

Sea of conflict (unplanned or planned)

Scenario one aligns with the defensive realist perspective and seems to be the most likely
outcome. China would continue to run military operations out of the Paracel and Spratly Islands and
Scarborough Shoals and insist on the nine dash line, while the United States and its allies and partners
would be incapable of rolling back its presence. The United States and its allies and partners would be
able to exercise FoN and overflight rights, including for military vessels and aircraft, because China
would be incapable of blocking them. Scenario two would mean that the United States would no longer
have the will or capability to maintain a presence in the SCS and ECS. Scenario three would entail China
(as well as Vietnam, the Philippines and Malaysia) accepting the UNCLOS ruling by the Permanent
Court of Arbitration (PCA) on the SCS and abiding by the status quo in the ECS. This would mean China
downplaying the nine dash line and not making territorial claims in the Spratly and Paracel Islands.
Scenario four could occur if FoN and overflight rights are blocked by China in the SCS and/or the ECS,
and the United States uses military force to unblock them. This is the least likely outcome.
US INTERESTS IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC AND THE “REBALANCE”
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US interests in the Asia-Pacific region are centered on the free flow of commerce and
increasingly open markets, which have led to dramatic economic growth and prosperity in the region and
in the United States for decades. Closely associated with these interests are the norms of FoN and
overflight rights, especially in the SCS and ECS. These norms include the ability of US military aircraft
and ships to operate anywhere outside of the twelve mile zone of sovereignty that is enshrined in
UNCLOS. China’s claim over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and the vast majority of the ECS and SCS as
its territory presents a direct threat to that ability, FoN and overflight norms, and US interests. The
ultimate US interest is to prevent China from establishing control over most of the SCS and ECS.76
US interests in the ECS and SCS include growing investment and trade by US companies and the
maintenance of the flow of oil and gas to allies in Japan, South Korea and the Philippines, as well as
Taiwan. US interests also include the benefits from the trillions of dollars-worth of trade that flow in the
Asia-Pacific region. China’s rise and prospects for bipolarity in the ECS and SCS provide a clear
challenge to US security and economic interests. One of the challenges for the United States is to
overcome budgetary constraints and maintain a similar motivation level as China in the latter’s backyard.
The announcement of the rebalance and diplomatic, economic and military surge were intended to
regenerate flagging US interest, presence and activities in the region that resulted partly from wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.77
The other US interest is to strengthen alliances and partnerships so that they can withstand
pressures from China. This includes allies—Japan, South Korea, Philippines, Australia, and Thailand—
and partners—Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, and India. A long-term US interest is developing a
multilateral defense arrangement among Japan, Australia, and India as well as South Korea and other
countries based on defending the principles of FoN and overflight. This will be a delicate undertaking,
given the US interest in continuing strategic and economic engagement with China.78
US diplomacy is principally aimed at reassuring the Philippines and Japan and partners,
especially Vietnam, and building relations with ASEAN and its member states. The strategic and
economic dialogue with China is central to US diplomatic strategy. The United States has made a
concerted effort, especially since 2011, to develop multilateral cooperation through ASEAN and the TPP.
President Barack Obama has been regularly attending East Asia summits, and Secretary of State John
Kerry and other US diplomats have been spending more time and effort in the region, reassuring allies
and partners of US support.79 Of course, US policy may change with a new administration. In regard to
the SCS, US diplomacy is aimed at supporting ASEAN and its member states, while avoiding escalation
with China. The United States has been providing diplomatic support to ASEAN multilateral efforts,
including the CoC, voicing support for the rule of law through UNCLOS, and calling for a moratorium on
the construction of outposts in the SCS.80 The recent US-ASEAN Summit has marked another significant
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step forward. The US goal is largely the same as that of ASEAN and especially the SCS littoral states in
the building of the strength of multilateralism in the region. The US diplomatic, economic and military
pillars of the rebalance work to build and reinforce the status quo, FoN and overflight rights.81 The 2016
UNCLOS decision by the PCA of the ICJ is expected to invalidate the nine dash line and rule on the
status of reefs and shoals.
Diplomatically, the United States has made an impact with its support of the ASEAN CoC, the
Philippines’ UNCLOS case, and a moratorium on new construction. If the PCA at the ICJ rules the ninedash line invalid, the basis for US-led multilateral diplomacy will be strengthened, as a coalition will
come together to pressure China to abide by international law, as Beijing has observed international
norms in other instances.82 In the long run, much depends on the development of the capabilities of US
allies and partners to assert their interests and push back against encroachment by China.
At the same time, the US rebalance to Asia includes engaging China and trying to modify its
behavior in the SCS and ECS through persuasion embodied in the strategic and economic dialogue. US
engagement has led China’s leaders to believe that the country is part of a “G2” that can play a significant
role in decision-making in Asia. US goals have been to influence China to accept a major role in
managing the status quo in Asia instead of seeking to revise it and slow expansion in the SCS and ECS.
Also, the United States has made a commitment to try to defuse escalation in any conflict. For example,
in 2014, a naval code of conduct was approved by China, the United States, Japan and other Pacific Rim
nations that could reduce the risk of accidental conflict and escalation.83 In particular, the United States is
trying to prevent escalation by Japan and China over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands that could lead to
conflict.84
The United States will continue to make efforts to reassure China that it is not being contained.
However, the US diplomatic-economic-military rebalance and the strengthening of allies and partners and
the ongoing dispersal of US forces has created a parallel impression that containment is the strategy. At
the same time, US engagement with China has led a number of US allies and partners to question US
commitment and credibility.85 In spite of increased efforts, there are still critics of the shortcomings of US
diplomacy, which has not surged as much as they would have liked.86 For example, there are those who
think that the United States could do more to counter China’s influence over Cambodia and Laos and
other mainland SEA states.87
Japan is the most important US ally in the region, given its large economy and well-resourced and
technologically advanced JSDF. Japan is also a dependable ally, thanks to the fact that theLDP has been
in power for much of the last sixty years and it has proven to be dependably pro-US.88 US engagement
with China has led to concerns about the US alliance commitment, even though President Obama
declared before a visit to Tokyo in April 2014 that the United States would defend Japan in any
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militarized dispute with China over the islands, “[t]he policy of the United States is clear—the Senkaku
Islands are administered by Japan and therefore fall within the scope of Article 5 of the US-Japan Treaty
of Mutual Cooperation and Security. And we oppose any unilateral attempts to undermine Japan’s
administration of these islands.”89 Even after this announcement, US officials have found that Japan needs
constant reassurance.90 Also, the United States has not been consistent in its policy towards the
Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in what is a non-existential threat.91
Multilateral diplomatic cooperation has become a priority for the United States with the
rebalance to Asia. For example, the United States has initiated an annual summit with ASEAN (now
known as the “ASEAN Community”) and is seeking to further develop partnerships with ASEAN states.
The United States has stepped up high level attendance at the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), East Asia
Summit, and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). US-ASEAN Summits are planned for the
foreseeable future. A majority of ASEAN states, backed by the US, has pushed for the ASEAN Code of
Conduct (CoC) as well as FoN and overflight rights. In the future, the United States and Japan will
continue to develop relations with ASEAN and its member states, which provide a basis for soft
balancing in the SCS.
The United States is also seeking to develop multilateral cooperation among Japan, Australia,
India and South Korea based on interests of FoN and overflight rights. A significant step forward
occurred in December 2015, when Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and President Park Geun-hye reached
agreement over the longstanding and volatile “comfort women” issue. At the March 2016 Global Nuclear
Safety conference in Washington, DC, the relationship between the two leaders seemed to be stronger
than it was in December. Tokyo-Seoul rapprochement may lead to an increase in South Korea’s interest
in working with Japan and the United States in guaranteeing FoN in the ECS and SCS. In addition, the
Australia-Japan-US partnership is developing and is holding out hope for greater multilateral cooperation
in maintaining FoN and overflight rights in the region.92
Multilateral economic cooperation and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) are intended to
boost US influence and prevent allies and partners from being stressed by China. One initial sign of the
US rebalance has been increased aid, trade and investment that have flowed to East Asian countries since
2010, which has been seen to stabilize or even modestly increase US influence. The US interest in
increasing multilateralism, trade and investment, and the US rebalance strategy are embodied in the TPP.
The TPP is a multi-faceted trade agreement, involving twelve countries spread out across the Pacific
(from Chile and Mexico to Vietnam and Malaysia).93 Principally, the TPP contains measures that ease
trade in intellectual property, pharmaceutical drugs, and agricultural products, while strengthening
protections for intellectual property rights. The TPP has been launched to build trade and investment
relations within a multi-lateral framework and significantly boost the benefits from trade for the twelve
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nations.94 The TPP would enable US companies to trade and operate more freely and more effectively
within Asia, which would increase US influence.95 Eventually, the TPP could move on to technology
issues and create new lines of production for SEA states and a new division of labor in the Asia-Pacific
region.96
US economic diplomacy led the way in persuading the twelve countries to negotiate the trade
deal and in forging an agreement.97 In June 2015, the Republican-dominated US Congress passed “fast
track approval” for the Obama administration to negotiate the TPP, which resulted in agreement among
the twelve states at the end of 2015. Japan has been another main driver of the TPP after years of resisting
free trade agreements. The bilateral negotiations between the United States and Japan were instrumental
in the success of the multilateral ones. They were a sign of Japan’s transition from opposing free trade to
accepting free trade as a vehicle for expanded influence, especially given China’s rise.
If ratified in 2016, the TPP will come into effect in 2017.98 According to trade experts, Vietnam
stands to benefit most from free trade provisions, followed by Malaysia. Vietnam and Malaysia were
given special dispensation, given the importance of including SEA countries in the TPP. However, major
changes will be needed in both countries’ governance in order to abide by the TPP rules. Vietnam and
Malaysia will be valuable partners in US efforts to slow China’s overly assertive expansion.
Subsequently, Indonesia has expressed an interest in joining. The Philippines and Taiwan must make
major economic changes in order to qualify for TPP membership.99
China, as an APEC member, is eligible to join the TPP. The United States could create a positive
sum game from which China could eventually benefit. China may be interested in joining but must
undertake significant economic reforms to qualify. In sum, the successful negotiation of the TPP will
make it easier for the United States to deal with China’s growing economic influence.
THE REBALANCE, US DEFENSE STRATEGY AND USAF STRATEGIC POSTURE100
The first signs of the military rebalance came with the announcement of the “Air-Sea Battle”
(ASB) operational concept in 2009, which became the basis for the Joint Operational Access Concept
(JOAC) against A2AD operations by China, Iran and other countries.101 In 2015, ASB was superseded by
the Joint Concept for Access and Maneuver in the Global Commons (JAM-GC), which emphasizes joint
operations over those of the US Navy (USN) and USAF. US military leaders have come to recognize that
operationalizing JAM-GC and countering A2AD are essential components of strengthening preparedness
in the region. The 2015 US Department of Defense Asian Maritime Strategy identifies four lines of
effort: (1) building US capacity; (2) building the capacity of allies and partners; (2) regional military
diplomacy with China; and (4) develop of regional security architecture.102 As for the USN, it has
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weighed in with its own cooperative sea power strategy in which the rebalance to Asia features
prominently.103
In the rebalance, the newest USN and USAF ships and planes are deploying to the US Pacific
Command’s (PACOM’s) area of responsibility and some will be rotating in and out of forward operating
locations in the Philippines and Australia. The USN is moving forces to the Asia-Pacific with the goal of
having sixty percent there. In 2016, the first supercarrier, the USS Gerald Ford, is scheduled to deploy to
the Pacific. The US Third Fleet out of San Diego is now acting in the Western Pacific independently of
the Seventh Fleet, which provides greater flexibility.
Since 2012, there has been increased US military presence and engagement in the Asia-Pacific
region. More munitions have been sent to the Pacific, and more joint exercises have been funded, in
contrast to other theaters. There have been more exercises with allies and partners in Asia, which is
helping to build confidence and a degree of interoperability. For example, PACOM and the Philippines
Navy have been conducting “Philbex,” an annual exercise of more than 5,000 sailors and marines near
Scarborough Shoals and the Spratly Islands, in the vicinity of where China’s coast guard, navy and armed
militia on fishing boats have been active. The USN continues FoN ops cruises in the SCS and ECS,
especially in the Spratly Islands and surveillance flights in proximity to China’s military installations.
USN and Air Force aircraft, including B-52s, have been flying over Chinese outposts in both the Spratly
and Paracel Islands. At the same time, there has been increasing military-to-military engagement with
China to build confidence and prevent escalation.
Some of the fundamental objectives of the rebalance are to signal US resolve as well as reassure
and build up allies and partners to defend their national interests and dissuade China from further
extending its control over the SCS and ECS as well as Taiwan. In order to accomplish these goals, the
USAF, USN and other services are augmenting their forces in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as moving
some to forward operating locations (FOLs) in the Philippines and Australia, with the prospect of further
dispersal.104 The issue is how much further US strategy needs to change and how much rebalancing is
sufficient in order to meet increasing security challenges from China in the region, as well as its growing
defense budget and missile, submarine, space and cyber capabilities.105
In a world of unlimited defense resources, the United States would be able to realign and develop
the forces to meet all of the challenges from China as well as those from North Korea and Russia in the
region. However, the US defense budget is not increasing at a sufficient pace and the US military will not
be able to rebalance enough in order to enable easy strategic choices. The rebalance to the Pacific is held
back by too frequent personnel rotations and the cutting of forces. Rotations do not provide a realistic
answer to the threats that are developing.106 Also, US allies and partners have significant limitations that
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will hinder them from doing more than defending their national interests. Finally, China is playing a
“home game,” while the United States is away.
For the USAF, tactical air bases in South Korea and Japan and a strategic base in Guam have
enabled the United States to deter North Korean aggression for more than sixty years (see Map 10). The
issue is how much the USAF can rebalance and disperse and shift focus from North Korea to meet
security challenges from China. The USAF in the Asia-Pacific region will have to rely on a mixture of
platforms, including remotely piloted aircraft (RPAs), long-range bombers and missiles as well as a mix
of capabilities, such as global precision attack, rapid global mobility, and space and cyberspace
superiority in order to dissuade and deter China.107 In addition, there will be command and control (C2)
challenges that will hamper concerted USAF action and discourage excessive dispersal.
In regard to relatively short term security challenges, the first issue is how to assist in the defense
of Taiwan. The US military is faced with the task of continuing to demonstrate that it can assist in
warding off missile attacks from China.108 The USN and USAF will have to continue to demonstrate the
capability of helping to defeat a PLAN blockade, as well as preventing the PLAAF from achieving air
superiority over Taiwan.
The United States and its allies and partners face the dilemma of how to act militarily in the SCS
and ECS.109 China has been skillful in leading with “white hulls,” consisting of its coast guard and other
paramilitary forces; applying just as much force as necessary; and constructing massive militarized
outposts without provoking a significant military response.110 Countering China’s moves requires regional
coast guards and well-equipped and trained navies, air forces and marines. Such forces in East Asia are
developing from low levels and will take more than a decade to mature as US allies and partners.111
In the next decade, the US military will be the only force that will be able to lead in military
activity and continue to ensure free seas and overflight rights. This includes backing Japan in the dispute
over the Senkakau/Diaoyu Islands. In the coming years, US forces will be operating in close proximity to
PLA forces and will have to learn how not to escalate incidents into conflict. In addition, US forces need
to shape the theater for the next decade; for example, they will have to exercise with the forces of allies
and partners in how to deal with ship-to-ship and air-to-air incidents and how to impose a blockade on
outposts in the SCS and counter PLA forces elsewhere.
A major issue is how to counteract China’s great leap forward in outposts in the SCS, incremental
expansion in the ECS, and gradual absorption of Taiwan. If diplomacy and soft balancing do not work,
the United States could continue FoN operations and overflights in the hope that China will not move
further towards asserting its claims. US forces could help to put the 2016 UNCLOS ruling into effect with
FoN and overflight operations. However, there are doubts that FoN operations and B-52 flyovers will stop
China from slowly gaining the advantage.112
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In the ECS, it is up to Japan to deal with incremental expansion by China. US forces are faced
with the task of reacting to aggressive PLA moves against the Japanese Coast Guard and the JSDF which
could subsequently escalate a confrontation towards war. Again, this will require the USN and USAF to
be in the vicinity to deter escalatory behavior by PLAN ships and PLAAF aircraft operating in the area.
US presence may still not be enough to deter China and PLA forces.
The US military may not be able to compel China to vacate its military outposts in the Spratly
Islands, much less the Paracel Islands. It may not be able to assist the Philippines in stopping construction
of a military base in the Scarborough Shoal, unless the USN undertakes aggressive action that risks
escalation. However, the USN and USAF can augment their forces in the vicinity of the SCS to undertake
persistent operations that will deter the PLA from threatening FoN and overflight rights, especially for US
naval vessels and military aircraft. Even if the US military is not reinforced, the PLA will have a difficult
time interrupting the flow of maritime and air traffic. However, the PLAN will be able to bully the navies
and air forces of the Philippines and Vietnam, which raises issues for the US Navy.
The probability of escalation to war is low until at least until the 2020s. One indicator is the fact
that China’s military personnel on artificial islands in the SCS have only warned US warships and
warplanes about entering its “territory,” but they have done little to confront American forces.
There is a small but distinct possibility that China will use its seven military outposts in the
Spratly Islands as a launching pad to take over some of the outposts of the Philippines, Vietnam and
Malaysia, which would cause military clashes. While the United States does not recognize the claims of
the three countries in the Spratly Islands, it cannot stand idly by while their military forces are attacked. In
response, the United States could move from discouraging outposts in the SCS towards military
operations in support of the outposts and claims of the Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia, as well as in
support of Japanese claims in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.113 In addition, the USN could blockade some
of the seven PLA outposts in the Spratly Islands or even occupy one.114 However, the US interests
demand that the military response should be sufficient to cause China to stop its aggressive operations but
not so strong that it provokes escalation towards war.
A final issue involves how to build multilateral defense cooperation and regional security
architecture based on respect for FoN and overflight rights and UNCLOS without alienating China. An
Asian NATO would be too provocative to China and difficult to achieve, given the varying interests of
regional states. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) model where China is
invited to join would avoid alienating Beijing. Within such an organization, agreements could be reached
on FoN and overflight rights and a code of conduct.115
The status quo option: US forces are presently concentrated in bases in Japan, South Korea, and
Guam (see Map 10), and the status quo would continue this concentration with minimal, rotational
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dispersal to the Philippines and Australia. The USAF strategic posture is closely linked to the US defense
strategy in the Asia-Pacific, which for decades has focused on North Korea.116 Also, the United States
depends on bases in the Western Pacific, such as Guam and Okinawa, to project power into the SCS and
ECS and help protect Taiwan. The 2013 RAND basing study noted the advantages of US bases in Korea
and Japan; they have resulted in the demonstration of a “costly commitment” that assures US allies.117
Forward basing maintains capabilities to prevent a “quick victory” by China in Taiwan, the ECS and
SCS. Also, it has improved the capabilities of allies and partners through security cooperation and US
understanding of regional dynamics. The disadvantages of the status quo are a lack of persistent presence
in the SCS and vulnerability to missile attacks from China (and North Korea). However, there is evidence
that the missile threat from China is insufficient to permanently destroy bases in Japan and Guam.118
The status quo has not prevented US forces at several US bases in Japan from altering their
attention from North Korea and towards a rising China with the Senkaku/Diaoyu Island incidents. For
example, the stationing of Global Hawk RPAs at Misawa Air Base has enhanced US surveillance of
China’s activities in the ECS as well as North Korea.119
The dispersal option: would involve deploying US forces, including the USAF, as widely as
possible, given logistics and C2 limitations. The advantages of this option include greater persistent
presence of the USAF and other US forces in the SCS and SEA. Also, this option would increase the
ability of US forces in the Asia-Pacific region to mitigate the emerging threat from China’s long-range
precision-guided weapons that could zero in on concentrations of US forces, including those of the
USAF. Dispersal provides broader deterrence and assurance for a greater number of allies and partners.
Another reason is to better facilitate HADR by having FOLs where equipment can be pre-positioned and
through which forces can flow. In addition, the USAF needs other bases for RPAs and FOLs.120 The
disadvantages of excessive dispersal are political, budgetary, and logistical challenges, as well as C2 and
cyber problems.121
The first significant dispersal of US forces after the rebalance occurred in 2012 with the rotational
presence of US Marines at a base in Darwin, Australia. This was followed by the annual rotation of
aircraft and 2,500 forces through Australia.122 In Singapore, the USN already has been taking advantage
of berthing rights for Littoral Combat Ships, while the USN and USAF have access to two air bases. In
the Philippines with the implementation of the EDCA, there will be joint base construction of a number of
FOLs, and there are now plans for five joint bases, including Palawan, Cebu and Luzon (the Basa Air
Base—near the former Clark US Air Force Base), through which US forces could rotate as part of a
dispersal of forces. There is the prospect that the Philippines could offer a number of locations from
which the United States could conduct aerial refueling.123 The USAF is exploring the possibility of
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rotating bombers and tankers building up infrastructure at Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Base
Tindal (the only combat-capable base in Northern Australia).124
In preparing for the possibility of conflict, US forces and especially the USAF are looking to
disperse some forces away from Okinawa, where they are vulnerable to Chinese missile attack, to Guam,
Saipan and Tinian. In SEA, there are several other possibilities for force dispersal, which will also
provide the US military with a presence in the SCS. In 2014, Malaysia invited US Navy P-8s and P-3s to
fly out of Labuan AB in Sabah Province; if an agreement is reached, this could eventually set the stage for
shared intelligence.125 It is even possible for US forces to eventually rotate into and out of the naval base
at Cam Ranh Bay and air base at Danang in Vietnam.
The dispersal option will achieve benefits that the status quo cannot. Forward operating locations
in the Philippines, Australia and other SEA locations would provide similar security cooperation benefits
as the bases in Northeast Asia. It would enable joint training and exercises, including on a multilateral
basis. The USAF would be able to have persistent presence in the SCS. For example, RPAs in the SCS
could provide the presence that could enhance the US challenge to China’s claims and outposts in the
SCS.126 Dispersal is leading to increased US military activities and presence and ways to reassure US
allies.127 Dispersal can help protect Japan and South Korea’s sea lanes from the Middle East through the
SCS. In regards to the issue of how much dispersal is appropriate, it seems that China’s focus is now on
the SCS, which requires broader dispersal than if Beijing was focused on the ECS.
The drawdown option: Another possible course of action is to draw down US forces, save
resources and provide incentives for allies and partners to develop their own forces. In such an option, the
prospect of “global precision attack” (GPA) can be significant in helping to deter China and thwart its
A2/AD strategy.
The disadvantages of a drawdown of forces are the need to reassure allies in the face of a rising
China and the limitations of GPA and other strategic capabilities. GPA can only provide a portion of the
force needed by US in Asia-Pacific for deterrence and warfighting. If US forces, including the USAF,
withdraw and if a conflict erupts, they would have to force their way back into the region, which raises
the probability of escalation. In addition, forward basing enables multilateral HADR capabilities and
provides greater access to countries in the theater. Forward basing also facilitates theater security
cooperation, integrated air and missile defense (IAMD), regional power projection and flexible C2.
Forward basing enables expanding engagement and combat capabilities and improving war fighting
integration.
US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture and Preparing for Conflict, 2020-2040
Between 2020 and 2040, it must be assumed that China will continue to develop economically
and militarily and will present a greater challenge for the United States and its allies and partners than it
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does today. China is growing faster than the United States and will most likely continue to do so. In
addition, the cyber threat to US forces and those of its allies and partners will only grow as China’s cyber
force becomes even more adept, and the threat of space conflict will also grow as China develops its antisatellite weapons and space forces.128 These threats and others endanger the US presence in the Western
Pacific. If a dispute escalates into conflict, communications could be cut between PACOM and Pacific
Air Forces Headquarters (PACAF HQ) in Hawaii and US commands in South Korea and Japan and US
bases in the Western Pacific.129
In the long run, the United States could find it difficult to gain access to the SCS, ECS and
Taiwan and find it nearly impossible to operate between the first island chain and China’s mainland. The
island can be blockaded today, and the situation will only grow more precarious and difficult for US
forces to help protect. Taiwan’s waters will be a contested zone in which US forces will have to engage
Chinese forces if the island is to be defended.
China could eventually threaten US forces in Okinawa and elsewhere, which would pose
challenges in projecting US power in the SCS and ECS. Also, the PLAN is catching up to the US Navy in
the Western Pacific, especially in regards to submarine warfare.130 At present, China does not have the
electronic C2 and surveillance to enable it to effectively attack US bases in Japan. However, it may
develop such capabilities in the future.
In the not-too-distant future, the United States will not be able to rely on its own military power
in order to maintain the status quo in Asia. It must rely increasingly on regional allies and partners to
balance against China. However, US allies and partners are presently in the process of developing the
requisite capabilities. As a result, the United States and its allies and partners will find it difficult to
undertake soft balancing towards China and deal with tensions and conflict. The issue is how to build up
the military forces of US allies and partners and multilateral defense cooperation without provoking a
conflict with China.
The US rebalance is still at an early stage, and there is still a great deal of uncertainty about what
it will be able to achieve. The US military will probably be able to prevent China from threatening FoN
and overflight rights for at least the next decade. However, the United States does not have the will,
paramilitary forces or the strategy and tactics to stop China from constructing militarized outposts in the
SCS and from bullying the military forces of the Philippines, Vietnam and other countries. A number of
US officials doubt if there is even a workable long-term strategy for the SCS, ECS and Taiwan;131 for
example, one commented that FoN operations and B-52 flyovers do not constitute a strategy. In addition,
there are domestic pressures in the United States which will make it difficult to maintain the military
rebalance.132 However, if the United States stays engaged militarily in Asia, it stands the chance of
shoring up its alliances and partnerships and maintaining the ability to project power and affect China’s
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behavior.133 While there will be risks involved for US forces, the development of an appropriate strategy
and the right mix of forces could lead to continued access to Taiwan and the SCS and ECS.
China possesses detailed knowledge of the US Time-Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD)
and can cut the flow of forces from the United States in the case of conflict.134 The US military, especially
the USAF, face the prospect of developing contingency plans to prevent disruptions. One possibility is for
the US military to flow forces to bases in the Western Pacific if China escalates towards war. If US
Forces Japan (USFJ) and US Forces Korea (USFK) are cut off from PACOM, they must have the ability
to operate on their own. This may be possible for USFK in cooperation with the ROK military. However,
PACOM, USFJ and the JSDF will experience difficulties, given C2 challenges.135 Also, there will be
duplicate demands on resources if China tries to take the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and initiates hostilities
in the SCS and SEA and if North Korea attacks South Korea and Japan.
There are direct and indirect approaches to countering China’s growing military capabilities in
case regional tensions escalate towards war. Four warfighting options have been enumerated by US
officials by security experts,136 they are: (1) onshore attack (employing the JAM-GC operational concept);
(2) maritime denial; (3) distant blockade; and (4) maritime denial first, onshore attack if necessary.
Direct approach advocates tend to favor onshore attack employing the JAM-GC concept.137 If
Sino-American conflict were to occur, the United States would have to defeat China’s A2/AD capabilities
“using a variety of offensive and defensive means, including conventional strikes against targets on the
Chinese mainland.”138 The operational concept would include air and missile strikes well inside the
Chinese mainland to attack air bases and surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites. If there were an attack on US
bases in the Western Pacific, the United States would retaliate by attacking air bases and SAMs on
Chinese mainland. The USAF would play a major role with air, space and cyber power.
The JAM-GC concept of onshore attack is risky if it involves sorties deep inside China’s territory.
Excessive penetration of China’s airspace has been found by security experts to provoke a high
probability of nuclear war.139 The United States will not be willing to risk nuclear war by striking targets
deep inside China. However, the problem with the other three options is that PLA anti-ship missiles and
SAMs will not be neutralized, which would expose the USN and USAF to considerable risk.
In contrast to the direct approach, supporters of the indirect approach reject attacks on the
Chinese mainland as posing too great a risk for escalation. Arguing for either a distant blockade or
maritime denial, they emphasize the role of US and allied naval power, backed by air forces, to alter
China’s behavior.140
The maritime denial option could serve as a greater deterrent to China than a distant blockade
because its impact on the Chinese economy (and regime credibility) would be more immediate. This
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would involve offshore conflict with proximate presence to China’s coast. However, a maritime denial
approach could make China more desperate and thereby increase the risk of escalation.141
The distant blockade option in the Indian Ocean could choke off China’s energy supplies. By
fighting a conflict at sea and avoiding the Chinese mainland, the risk of escalation is reduced. The USAF,
including units from Diego Garcia, could support the USN in helping to enforce the blockade.142 The
disadvantages are that China could launch space and cyberattacks in retaliation. Also, a distant blockade
strategy will hurt US allies (Japan, South Korea and Taiwan) just as much as China, as the PLAN could
cut off their energy flows through the SCS. Finally, China’s New Silk Road strategy is seeking to preempt
such a move by building pipelines through Central Asia.
The fourth option is for US forces to start with maritime denial and then work their way in
towards China’s coast, with an onshore attack (JAM-GC) as the final step if necessary. If there is conflict,
US forces can start by engaging PLA forces in the maritime domain, which avoids penetrating China’s
airspace. However, if China does not back down, US forces could pursue the option of attacking into
Chinese territory, using the JAM-GC concept.143
The indirect options are problematic in that US forces would be exposed to missile attacks that
could thwart operations and threaten bases in Japan, South Korea and Guam. In addition, the United
States would have to adjust its operational concept (JAM-GC) to operate primarily in the maritime
domain. As for the USAF, it would have adjust its strategic posture and plan for and exercise a “maritime
only” approach through joint exercises with the USN.
US Defense Strategy, USAF Strategic Posture and Building Allies/Partners’ Capabilities
US defense strategy and USAF strategic posture in the Asia-Pacific are intended to maintain and
develop a forward presence, while strengthening military alliances and partnerships, and encouraging
multilateral cooperation. A basis for US defense strategy will be the continuation and increase of Phase 0
operations to reassure allies and partners and demonstrate resolve to China. Joint exercises and other
building partnership activities will help shape the theater to US advantage and help offset China’s
growing influence. In addition, the United States and Japan are assisting allies and partners with the
development of coast guards, marines and other forces that will enable them to contend with China’s
incremental expansion, fronted by “white hull” forces. The issue for US allies and partners is developing
the strategy and tactics to resist China taking leaps forward with its security forces in the ECS and SCS as
has happened in the last six years or more.
The United States is working to develop multilateral defense cooperation and regional security
architecture based upon shared interests of FoN and overflight rights. The emerging maritime relationship
among the United States, Australia and Japan could provide a foundation for structured multilateral
defense cooperation for the rest of the region.144 In the meantime, the US military continues to conduct
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joint exercises with the Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam and other SEA militaries with the aim of
developing the capabilities of their forces. The US-led Southeast Asian Maritime Security Initiative
(SEAMSI) will build capacity and provide maritime domain awareness for allies and partners.145 For
more than a decade, the US Pacific Fleet’s Pacific Partnership has involved US forces working with those
of Japan, Australia, New Zealand and other countries in helping to build the capabilities of allies, such as
the Philippines, and partners, such as Indonesia, through joint exercises in the HADR realm.146
The principal issue involves how to build up the security forces of US allies and partners given
their shortfalls in capacity and capabilities and limits on the US budget. First, US resource constraints
require closer US defense relations with Australia and Japan.147 Second, building coast guards is less
expensive and less susceptible to corruption and can achieve the purpose of showing the flag in disputed
waters without escalating incidents into conflict. Third, US rotational presence will provide relatively
inexpensive reassurance and the technical and logistical assistance to build capacity and develop
capabilities. In particular, the strategic option of dispersal will assist allies and partners; for example, the
EDCA with the Philippines demonstrates how dispersal can serve the security interests of both countries.
Logistics and base-sharing between the United States and India is another example that could be
replicated in the region with other partners. In sum, a dispersal strategy will help Asian states to develop
capabilities and help them to defend the status quo in the ECS and SCS.
Japan, US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture: The ability of US and Japanese forces to
operate together will be crucial in dealing with China in the ECS as well as with North Korea. However,
the Japanese constitution has limited the JSDF to purely defensive operations, hampered US-Japan joint
operations, and helped to institutionalize a parallel US-Japan command structure that renders cooperation
and joint command-and-control (C2) difficult.148 In contrast, Combined Forces Command in Korea is
thoroughly binational, and US and South Korean forces regularly conduct major joint warfighting
exercises. Also, there is limited “jointness” within the JSDF command structure, just an air defense
command. The JMSDF and Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF), with only 40,000 forces, are
relegated to junior partnership under the Army, with more than 250,000.149 The JSDF needs new
structures to deal with space and cyberspace. However, there are more joint exercises today than in the
past, and moves towards a joint command structure have recently been made possible.150
US and Japanese joint operations in the wake of the 2011 tsunami and Fukushima nuclear disaster
(Operation Tomodachi) demonstrated that US and Japanese forces could work well together.151 The joint
HADR operation worked to the extent that it did thanks to more than a decade of joint training,
information sharing and coordination between US and Japanese forces.152 However, the operation
revealed a number of C2 issues among US forces and between the United States and Japan that will be
significant in dealing with China. If there is a conflict, PACOM (not USFJ) will take command of US
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forces in Okinawa and the rest of Japan, and China can easily cut communications and C2 between
Hawaii and Japan.153 Also, during Operation Tomodachi, US generals reportedly deployed from PACOM
in Hawaii to Yokota Air Base in Japan without sufficient C2 guidance, causing confusion in the
operation.154 Critics of Tomodachi assert that $100 million was spent for relatively little HADR and that
the operation was “top heavy” and reflected atrophy of political-military coordination between the
Department of Defense and the US Agency for International Development Office of Foreign Disaster
Assistance.155 In sum, full-scale joint operations between the US military and the JSDF are still several
years from fruition.156
In meeting Japan’s security challenges, the current USAF strategic posture and cooperation with
the JASDF are fundamental, but C2 and China’s missiles, and related issues require attention from both
countries. The JSDF expectation is that US forces will provide the “legs” (mobility, aerial refueling, etc.)
that will enable the Japanese forces to operate in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in case of conflict.157 The
Japanese are acquiring MV-22 Ospreys, amphibious assault craft and intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) packages that will better enable them to do so. Japan’s Western Air Defense District
is instrumental to countering China in the ECS.158 Japan wants more ISR, as it discovered in its counterpiracy operations based in Djibouti and in dealing with the capture of Japanese citizens in the Middle
East. In regard to ISR in the ECS and Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, Japan must accelerate its acquisition of
the Global Hawk RPA. Budget pressures are threatening to delay RQ-4 fielding. Additionally, Japan
should consider additional ISR platforms including the MQ-9 which could be operated by civilian
contractors possibly under the direction of the Japan Coast Guard to manage sensitivities with military
operations in/around the ECS.159 Japanese ISR camera technology is among the best in the world.
However, the JSDF is experiencing difficulties in operating three Global Hawks, and US officials
estimate that it could use forty.160 Japanese officials talk about developing the capability to launch an
amphibious assault in case the contingency arises of China capturing the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.161
Given Japan’s 1,000 island chain and interests in FoN in the SCS and ECS, the purchase of air refueling
tankers and airborne warning and control system aircraft (AWACS) are priorities.162
The United States would like the JSDF to move into th e SCS in cooperation with US allies and
partners.163 This would include JSDF ISR and P1s and P3s in the SCS. Japan has concluded a visiting
forces agreement with Philippines, which is a step towards joint operations. Recently, the USN, and the
coast guards of the Philippines and Japan cooperated in operations against Chinese nationals who were
involved in coral fusing in the ECS and Western Pacific.164
Taiwan, US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture: Part of the US Defense Strategy in East Asia
is to prevent China from taking Taiwan by force. Many security experts see China gradually absorbing
Taiwan. The island can be blockaded by China and energy links can be cut, and the country is in need of
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persistent US reassurance. In Taiwan, there is skepticism about the US rebalance and its sustainability.165
In response, the United States has increased security cooperation since 2009 in regards to US military
personnel visits and weapons sales.166 In 2016, the Obama administration announced the sale of fighter
aircraft to Taiwan.
With the DPP coming to power, it is expected that the gradual absorption of Taiwan into China
will slow if not stop. The new government is trying to grow closer to the United States and Japan, and
greater security cooperation with the United States is a basic component of DPP policy. Beijing is upset
that President Tsai has not recognized that “Taiwan is a part of China” and intends to move closer to the
United States. The question is how serious the situation will become in the next four years or so and the
US response.
Ultimately, China could blockade Taiwan. However, such a move would risk a major escalation
of hostilities and would bring in the United States. The issue is whether or not the USAF and USN
strategic posture in Okinawa, Guam and elsewhere are sufficient to prevent China from strangling or even
taking over Taiwan.
Vietnam, US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture: Continuing Chinese encroachment has led
Vietnam to develop closer military-to-military relations with the United States. Vietnam is providing
plane and ship servicing. Vietnam’s maritime power is growing with the development of submarines and
surface ships. Presently, the Vietnamese military is shifting to air power. President Obama’s May 2016
visit to Vietnam led to the lifting of the arms embargo and opened the door to a stronger partnership. The
possibility of US forces using Cam Ranh Bay as a forward operating location has been greatly enhanced.
There may even be prospects for intelligence sharing between the US and Vietnamese militaries. Vietnam
can provide plane and ship servicing for US forces. US presence and visits have increased. Vietnam may
eventually provide access to US forces in Cam Ranh Bay and elsewhere.167
The Philippines, US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture: The principal challenge in security
cooperation with the Philippines is how to build the capacity and develop the capabilities of a weak state
with a ground-centric military. The SEAMSI for ISR and related capabilities and the EDCA for joint base
construction provide the foundation for building capacity, and joint exercises and training will help to
develop capabilities. Joint Philippines-US exercises are now being run out of the former US Navy base at
Subic Bay and the former USAF Clark Air Base in Luzon. The other challenge is working out how US
forces should operate with the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP), especially the Philippine Navy,
Air Force and Coast Guard, in the SCS and against China’s forces in case of another confrontation like
the 2012 Scarborough Shoal incident.
The EDCA provides the FOLs for a greater flow of US forces through the Philippines. Five bases
have been announced, and they will have a HADR focus but will also be multipurpose. Palawan Island is
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one of the locations at the Philippines Air Base Antonio Bautista in Puerto Princesa on the SCS (see Map
11). Another is the Basa Air Base near Clark Air Base. There will be joint base construction in Benito
Ebuen Air Base at Mactan, Cebu in the central Philippines, which eventually could provide the USAF and
USN with an alternative to bases on Okinawa and Guam. Air presence operations with RPAs could
complement USN Pacific Presence operations by maintaining persistent presence over the Spratly Islands,
Paracel Islands and Scarborough Shoal. RPA patrols could be flown from Palawan, Clark, Mactan and
other bases.168
Australia, US Defense Strategy and USAF Posture: A SOFA provides the US access to
northern Australian bases, which could be another source for dispersal. The bases are more than four
thousand kilometers (2,400 miles) away from Hainan Island and therefore less threatening to China than
bases in the Philippines. Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Base Tindal could provide the USAF with a
significant presence, with which it could operate over the SCS. Australian bases could host US RPA
which would provide a constant presence over disputed waters and territory in the SCS. In addition, the
United States could use the bases for joint exercises with allies and partners. The bases could also
facilitate the development of trilateral defense cooperation among the United States, Australia and
Japan.169
III.
CONCLUSION: US DEFENSE STRATEGY AND USAF STRATEGIC POSTURE
The report has demonstrated that China has been driven until recently by interests rather than by
nationalism. However, since 2013, Beijing has exhibited a drive for power maximization and revision to
the status quo in the SCS, which is a cause for concern. China is moving to substantiate its claims over
the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and especially over the area within the nine dash line in the SCS. With its
seven militarized outposts in the SCS, it is possible that China will move to take over the outposts of the
Philippines, Vietnam and Malaysia and attempt to restrict US military FoN and overflight rights.
A combination of multilateral diplomacy and balancing by a coalition is more likely to induce
cooperation by China than either pure containment or engagement. Balancing by a distant strong state (the
United States) and relatively weak states (US Asian allies and partners) against a strong regional state
(China) is more likely to be effective when mainly diplomatic and economic instruments are backed by
military power (soft balancing). A Clinton administration is likely to maintain the rebalance to Asia,
eventually bring the TPP into effect, and continue soft balancing towards China. In contrast, a Trump
administration would probably begin a US withdrawal. A whole of government effort is needed, with
diplomacy, economics and defense integrated. However, even if the rebalance is sustained, China’s power
and ambition will only increase in the next two decades. Therefore, it is essential for US allies and
partners to develop their capacity and capabilities and for multilateral cooperation to grow. The OSCE
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model in Europe, if adopted in Asia, is one that can enshrine principles of FoN and overflight rights,
while including China.
Optimum US defense strategy and USAF strategic posture: In the short term, persistence in
both presence and capabilities will enable the United States to assure allies and partners and to signal US
resolve to China. US maneuvers and joint exercises can assure allies and partners in the ECS and SCS
with the defense of their sovereignty and EEZs. The option of withdrawing US forces will not be effective
due to the need to reassure allies and partners as well as to engage with them in building their security
forces. The status quo option does not enable the United States to deal with the SCS and leaves forces in
Japan vulnerable in case conflict escalates in the ECS. The option of dispersing US forces and particularly
USAF forces will enable the United States to manage China’s expansion in the SCS and develop allies
and partners in the region. The US EDCA and joint base construction with the Philippines and FOLs in
Australia are significant steps forward in dispersal. However, budgetary and political constraints and C2
issues mean that dispersal can only be done strategically and within limits. US-Japan-Australia trilateral
exercises in defense of FoN and overflight rights form the basis for the development of Multilateral
defense cooperation and interoperability. Phase 0 operations and exercises, shaping and preparing the
Asia-Pacific theater for deterrence and dissuasion are essential in managing China’s rise and expansion.
For the long term, the United States and its allies and partners must prepare for the possibility of
conflict with China and for anti-access and area denial operations. The optimal approach is to adopt and
plan for a three-stage escalatory ladder, starting with maritime denial operations, followed by operations
closer to China’s coast, and if necessary, onshore operations using the JAM-GC operational concept.
Therefore, US forces and those of its allies and partners would have to develop flexibility and find ways
to train and exercise for the three different stages. For the USAF, this would mean developing a forwardleaning strategic posture in the Asia-Pacific region and close coordination with the USN and the air forces
of allies and partners.
A long-term challenge will be to work with allies and partners to build their capacity, enhance
their capabilities and develop multilateral defense cooperation and interoperability. Japan has the
capacity and can develop the capabilities but must overcome constitutional and political obstacles.
Taiwan is restricted by its special status to dependent bilateral defense relations with the United States.
The Philippines lacks the capacity and capabilities and will remain dependent on US forces for some time
to come. Malaysia is similarly weak. Vietnam has greater capacity and capabilities and a willingness to
work with the United States but must be careful not to antagonize China. Indonesia has the potential and
is developing the ambition to be a significant US partner.170 India could join the United States, Japan and
Australia in developing interoperability and multilateral defense cooperation.
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APPENDIX A: MAPS

First and Second Island Chains
Map 1

People's Liberation Navy - Doctrine Development, www.globalsecurity.org
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Air Defense Identification Zones and Exclusive Economic Zones in the East China Sea
Map 2

ADIZ | Consortium of Defense Analysts cofda.wordpress.com; Chinese Defense Ministry, EIA, Yonhap.
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Conflicting Territorial Claims in the South China Sea
Map 3

“Why is the South China Sea Contentious?” BBC News, 12 July 2016, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asiapacific-13748349
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Map 4

Center for Strategic and International Studies, Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative (AMTI) Island Tracker,
amti.csis.org
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Map 5

Sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration analysis based on Lloyd's List Intelligence, Panama Canal
Authority, Eastern Bloc Research, Suez Canal Authority, and UNCTAD, using EIA conversion factors.
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Map 6

Center for Strategic and International Studies, Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative (AMTI), “18 Maps that
Explain Maritime Security in Asia,” https://amti.csis.org/atlas/
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Map 7

Council on Foreign Relations, “Building the New Silk Road,” May 25, 2015. http://www.cfr.org/asia-andpacific/building-new-silk-road/p36573
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Map 8

A Japanese map republished in Peter Lee, “America has a China-containment policy.” Asia Times, (17 June 2015).
http://atimes.com/2015/06/its-official-america-has-a-china-containment-policy/
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Map 9

“Twelve Countries Reach Trans-Pacific Partnership Deal,” Student Daily, October 7, 2015.
https://www.studentnewsdaily.com/daily-news-article/twelve-countries-reach-trans-pacific-partnership-deal/
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Map 10

http://globalbalita.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Air-Sea-Battle-map.jpg
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Military Bases in the Philippines for Joint Base Construction
Map 11

Gerg Cahiles, “U.S., Philippines announce five military bases for EDCA,” CNN Philippines, March 21, 2016,
http://cnnphilippines.com/news/2016/03/19/edca-bases-philippines-us.html
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Map 12

Rob Taylor, “Australia embraces U.S. Marine Presence as Nations Gather for ‘Pitch Black’ Drills , The Wall Street
Journal, August 14, 2014, http://www.wsj.com/articles/australia-embraces-u-s-marine-presence-in-darwin-asnations-gather-for-pitch-black-drills-1408035997
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